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A Blizzard at Colby

Should AIDS Victims Reside
in Golby Dormitories?

by Heather Anderson

on a case by case basis. As with any
other personal medical problem,
"Campus Sex: New Fears," read every effort will be made to protect
the headlines of an October 1985 the privacy of individuals infected
issue of Newsweek. Aids and its with the virus and the confidentiality
victims served as the campus jesters, of this diagnosis.
Newsweek quoted Washington
The protection of privacy within
University junior, Phil Edeling as this policy poses a delicate and
saying, "You don't get sick if you controversial issue. Several students
don't get sacked." Edeling insisted and their parents argue that collegues
he practiced celibacy as a prevention have a right to know if the person
method. Another issue quoted Patric sitting next to them in class or
J. Buchanan, in 1983, now a White sharing bathroom facilities within a
House staffer as saying, "The poor dorm is a carrier of this life
homosexuals; they have declared threatening disease.
war on nature and now nature is
"No!" said Health Associate Ann
Norsworthy; she strongly defends
exacting an awful retribution."
However, current statistics show confidentiality. "AIDS cases are
that 4 of every 10 victims of AIDS reported to a State Public Health
(Acquired Immune Deficiency Agency in strict confidentiality as we
Syndrom) contract the disease would be (employees of Colby's
through heterosexual activities. Its Health Center). We'd treat it as any
victims, often blameless, bare a other medical problem. Confidential
resemblance to the Biblical leper. From an ingrown toe nail to AIDS. .
They've become society's pariahs. .a must." Norsworthy fears an
The Health Advisory Committee at overblown reaction that would
Colby strives to dispel such myths hinder or deter the education of both
the AIDS victim and the uninfected
and fear about AIDS. Finalized last
May by the Health Advisory
students. Norsworthy also stated tha
Committee and approved recently by
no student at Colby has, as of yet
the Board of Trustees, Colby's
.reported any symptoms.
policy on applicants, students, and
Colby's Psychotherapist Janet
Irgang strongly agrees with
employees with AIDS or ARC
Norsworthy. Irgang has counseled
(AIDS-Related Complex) is as
students with chronic illnesses and
follows:
would treat those with AIDS or
Individuals diagnosed as having
ARC in the same manner. As for
AIDS or ARC who are receiving
confidentiality, she said, "There are
regular and appropriate medical
certainly other communicable
attention, and individuals who have
diseases at Colby and we don't
a positive HTLV-III antibody test
publish those. . .No one would
will usually be allowed to attend
come to the Health Center if we
work or school at Colby College.
Decisions of this type will be made
Qia'
continued on page 3

Benbow Hospitalized

Visitingstudents take all the gloiy at theBlizzf if d of Bucks> t ontest on Monday
Paul Adams, "the wizard of the
blizzard," and Nona Yost both
f rom Cincinatti Ohio, entered the
stage dazzling in their formal attire.
Three groups of four contestants
were selected by a random drawing
throughout the show to compete for
the chance to battle with the Blizzard
of Bucks Machine.1
Each of the three groups were
brought on stage separately to
compete in wacky games such as
squirting the flames of a candle with
a water bottle, running across the
stage with balloons between thenlegs, sucking orange juice out of a
baby bottle, and even bouncing ncri
balls onto the stage in an attempt to
catch three in the rim of a mexican
hat on their head. When the contests
were close, the "wizzard of blizzard"

by Wendy Dauphinais
A blizzard struck Colby Monday,
but it wasn't snow that excited the
students, it was money! An eight
foot plastic dome resembling a bell
jar sat in the Student Center
throughout the day, blowing around
hundreds of dollar bills inside the
dome and luring the students to sign
up for the Blizzard of Bucks contest,
Despite ex ams this week,
approximately 75 students gathered
in the Commons room Monday
night hoping to make lots of money.
Shortly after 8:00 pm, the music
chosen as the game theme song
blasted from the speakers on the
Student Center stage. "I've got the
brains, you've got the looks, let's
make lots of money."

Divest by 87?
-»-«*_ •

by Ingrld Ekstrom

by Dana Friedman
Professor Mark Benbow was
hospitalized at noon , Sunday
October 12 for whnt had been
diagnosed as pericarditis
(infiamation of the lining of the,
heart). On Tuesday, . October 14
Mrs. Benbow claimed the spirit was
back in his eye, h owever, and
Professor Benbow himself said,
"old soldiers and ,! old teachers
always come back." the doctors are

relied on faithful Colby judges,
Dean Mark Serdjenian , Patsy
Stearns and Kim Lidstone, from the
Registrars Office.
The person who finished last at
each game was given a Blizzard of
Bucks t-shirt and escorted off the
stage until one person was left The
winnerof each round was given $25
in cash, a t-shrit and the chance to
compete in the semi-finals.
John Pierce, Mike Foraasiero and
Doug Hall, the winners of the three
rounds were ready to compete for
the finals. Their task seemed easy at
first, simply stack 21 building
blocks. However the clincher was
that they had to wear mittens. .
After several unsuccessfu l
attempts, John and Doug's
childhood days of stacking building

Last October, President Cotter and
tlie Board of Trustees re-examined
the stand that the Board had taken in
1978 against race discrimation and
apartheid in South Africa. That
earlier stand included the decision tc
optimistic and the antibiotics arc begin "divestiture of corporations
working. It will be about a week which cither failed to sign the
before another evaluation will be Sullivan Principles or were not
made.
making acceptable progress under
When - contacted , English them". At that time, the Sullivan
department chair John Sweney said Principles , authored by the
that members of the English and Reverend Leon Sullivan, simply
Drama departments would cover for called for improved working
th e Shak espeare course, EN383, conditions and equal treatment in the
and also for Bcnbow's fresh man workplace for blacks. Last year,
English course. This is Bcnbow's Sullivan felt compelled by
36th year teaching at colby; he is 61. worsening conditions in South
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Africa to ask American companies to
withdraw from the country if
apartheid has not legally ended by
May 1987.
Colby 's Board of Trustees
subsequently adopted a new
resolution based on both Sullivan's
plea for stronger action and the
re-examination of the 1978 policy.
This new policy calls for complete
divestiture of Colby's investments in
South Africa by Commencement of
this year. For those students who
may be skeptical about Colby's
dedication to this project, confused
about how this can be done, or
simply curious about what has
already been accomplished, the
remainder of this article hopes to

continued on page 11

serve as an update on the actions the
College is currently taking regarding
the issue.
President Cotter estimates that
Colby currently has roughly six
million dollars invested in American
corporations in South Africa. He
says that it is difficult for him to
know exactly "how much is invested
at any one time because, l)Colby
employs three individuals who are
free to use their own judgement in
handling investments for the
College, and 2)thcse individuals are
required to divest Colby's assets as
soon as possibl e in com panies
which appear on an ever-changing
list of those not conforming to the
Sullivan Principles,continued on page 3
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How to Fool the People

Choosin g Between Candidates for the House

PoU

Reagan's Continuing Popularity

by E.J. Dionne Jr.
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
President Reagan's continuing
popularity is not transferring directly
to Republican congressional
candidates, but the political sea
change toward the Republican Party
that Reagan set in motion in 1980 is
clearly helping them in this fall's
elections, The New York
Times-CBS News Poll has found.
A key factor in - how well
Republican candidates are doing, the
survey indicated, is that many more
voters think of themselves as
Republicans now than did four years
ago.
The result is a narrow lead
nationally of 43 percent to 39
percentfor Democratic candidates
for the House of Representatives.
Such results, if they held up in
November, would most likely
produce only the smallest of shifts ir
the current partisan division when
results in the 435 separate House
races are totalled.
The last time the party in control oj
the White House gained seats in the
House of Representatives in an
off-year election was 1934. The
average off-year loss by the party in
power in the last 100 years is 38
seats and since World War II, 30. In
19S2 the Republicans lost 26 seats.
In other survey findings,
prospective voters are uncertain
about the future of the nation's

economy but they appear satisfied
with its current performance. Some
56 percent said the condition of the
national economy was fairly good,
though only 3 percent called it very
good. Voters also gave positive
ratings to their state economies and
to their personal financial situation.
Still, a majority of those surveyed
gave a negative rating to at least one
level of the economy- national, state
or personal- indicating an unease tha
could help Democrats in House and
Senate races.
Overall, the survey offered a
portrait of an electorate that has yet
to take great interest in next month's
voting- 46 percent said they had not
paid much attention to the campaign,
as against 38 percent who said this
at a comparable point in 1982.
A majority of those surveyed said
they were deciding how to vote in
House races on the . basis of a
candidate's character or experience,
or because of a state or local issue.
Only a fifth said they were deciding
on the basis of national issues.
The poll, conducted by telephone
from September 28. through Oct 1,
found that the Democratic margin it
House preferences of 43 to 39
percent changed to a Democratic
edge of 47 to 44 percent when
undecided respondents were asked
which way they leaned.
The preferences were even more
closely split, 45 percent Democratic

to 44 percent Republican, in districts
where both major parties have
candidates on the fall ballot.
Respondents were asked if they
favored "the Republican candidate oi
the Democratic candidate in your
district?" -candidates' names were
not used.
These findings were calculated
among the "probable electorate," a
measure of the 1,062 registered
voters interviewed that was weighted
to reflect their likelihood of casting
ballots. The survey had a margin ol
sampling error of plus or minus
three percentage points. ,
Voters were also about evenly split
on whether they would like to see
the Democrats or Republicans
control the Senate, the central
battleground of the 1986 election.
Though a national survey cannot be
used to measure the standings in
individual Senate races, the poll
indicated that taken together, the
states that have Senate contests
closely reflected the narrow division
in the rest of the country.
Reagan 's personal popularity
remains exceedingly high. Some 63
percent of all 1,525 people
interviewed, registered or not, said
they approved of the way he was
handling his job, as against 27
percent who disapproved.
But as Times-CBS News surveys
have found in the past, Reagan's
overall approval rating was

This You Call Morning
by Russell Baker
c. 1986 N.Y. Times" News Service
In the beginning politicians ran
against Red Russia. Soon all
candidates who were on Russia's
side were eliminated. We faced
political disaster: with nothing to run
against, could anybody ever get
elected again?
To avoid widespread vacancies in
elective offices, politicians began
running against lack of zeal for
running against Russia.
In this age victory went to
candidates who persuaded the world
th at they h ad run against Russia
more vigorously than their opponets
hod.
As this became exceedingly
boring, people stopped voting en
masse. It seemed there might soon
be elections in which 99.5 percentol
the electorate didn't bother to vote.
Some people said, "So what?"

Russian elections were always
interpreted as proof of their lack of
democracy, wasn't it obvious that a
99.5 percent no-show by the U.S.
electorate would prove that
A mer ican democracy was th e
world's best?
The issue became moot when an
obscure California real-estate man
produced an idea that sent masses
swarming to the polls. His idea:
Instead of voting for candidates, let
the people vote for or against taxes.
In its first test the idea proved
irresistible to the voters, most of
wh om, believe it or not, voted
aga inst taxes, rather than for them.
Soon the idea leapfrogged across the
continent. From Cal iforn ia to
Michigan to Massachusetts, voters
for the first time in years went to the
polls Jn rapture, who couldn't be
enraptured, they asked exit pollsters,

continued on page 6

by tlie chance to vote against taxes.?
Political candidates had always
pretended to run against taxes, even
in the .glory days when the big
payoff lay in running against Russia
Following their victories, though,
they had usually found it wise to
forget they had run against taxes.
Voters in those days, though
loudly opposed to taxes, were
violently opposed to losing the
tax-financed boons which
governments bestowed upon the
public , rich , poor and
middle-incomealike.
Now , though, observing the
unmistakable joy among the voters
turning out to undo the taxes that
kept government going, politicians
keen enough to believe their senses
entered a new age. That was when
political candidates began running
against government
Suddenly government was the

by James Reston
c.1986 N.Y. Times News Service
WASHINGTON - Like most
members of the human race,
government officials make mistakes
occasionally, but President Reagan
has mastered the art of no-fault
politics. He just pretends mistakes
never happen.
He said recently that there would
be no deal to swap a Soviet spy for
an innocent Americanreporter.Thee
he cut the deal and said he didn't.
The Russians blinked, he explained.
A couple of days later, The
Washington Post reported that on
Aug. 14 the president approved a
plan by John M. Poindexter, his
latest national security adviser, to
leak "disinformation" to the press
that the Libyan dictator, Moammar
GadKafi , was about to mount
another terrorist campaign and that
the United States might have to
bomb him again.
"One of the key elements," the
three-page Poindexter memorandum
said, according to The Post, "is tha
it combines real and illusory events through a disinformation program with the basic goal of making
Gadhafi think that there is high
degree of internal opposition to him
within Libya, that his key trusted
aides are disloyal, that the U.S. is
about to move against him
militarily."
At a meeting in the White House
family theater last Thursday
morning, the president kept a
previously scheduled date with a
few newspaper columnists and
media commentators to discuss his
forthcoming meeting with
Gorbachev in Iceland, and he was
asked about the Post story.
"I challenge the veracity of that
entire story that I read this morning
with great shock," the president
said. Admiral Poindexter wouldn't
say whether he had written the
memo, and couldn't remember
whether the Post's quotes were
accurate, out ne denied that anybody
was trying to use or deceive the
press. Later the president said, "We

biggest villain to serve politicians
since Red Russia's fangs lost their
nip. When tho slircwdcst politicians
announced, "government is the
enemy," the votes came in tidal
waves. Jimmy Carter became
president by running against
Washington.
"Wash in gton , Shwashington!" oi
words to that effect, said the people
operating Ronald Reagan. "What
America must fear is not just sinistci
old Washington - it is government
itself that is America's enemy."
The ensuing Reagan landslides
produced yet another curious
political era. Despite having
enchanted the voters by running
against government, the Reagan
group promptly checked into sinistci
old Washington and - that's right became a government.,
"What else could we do?" some of
continued on pag* H

are not telling lies or doing any of
these disinformation things." This
may be added to his crisis of
credibility.
In. the long story of presidents
using the press as an instrument of
their foreign policy, these may seem
to be minor incidents.
But the irony is that the. Reagan
administration, which is supposed tc
be so clever at the arts of
propaganda, was so clumsy and
obvious.
All governments mislead the press
and the people to some extent,
particularly when they're in trouble,
but most of them are usually smart
enough not to write three-page
memos on their calculated plans of
deception. And some are even wise
enough to admit their mistakes rathei
than make them worse.
Reagan himself has from time to
time pulled back when he was on a
wrong-way street. His withdrawal
from Lebanon, and his reversals on
nuclear arms control policy are cases
in point. But lately, as in his South
African policy, he has been defying
the Congress and is now in danger
of losing control of key elements ol
his foreign and domestic policies.
Maybe this was bound to happen.
He has come to the end of another
fiscal year, and although the magic
of his personality remains, his
policies are not matching his
promises.
It is now coming out that after onlj
six months in office he was told thai
his budget cuts wouldn t match his
tax cuts and that his administration
was moving decisively away from
its promise to balance the budget.
The disinformation techniques were
at work even then.
Total government employment has
not come down but has increased
from 4,966,000 in fiscal '81 to
5,210,000 in fiscal '86. Federal
expenditures likewise have increased
from $590.0 billion to $979.9
billion. And though inflation has
come down, almost everything else
has gone up.
The federal debt during his
administration had coubled by 1985
and has now crossed the $2 trillion
mark; Net interest on the debt has
almost tripled, the trade deficit is
now four times larger than it was
when he came into office, and for
the first time since 1959 tlie United
States is now a net importer of food.
As a result, the political dialogue is
changing. Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan of New York, for
example , remarked on these
economic figures the other day:
"Now this sort of thing happens
all the time in government. Honest
mistakes arc made; wishes don't
come true. But generally speaking,
the integrity of the process is
preserved."
"Not so this time. Ideology
corrupted. Rather than give up its
beliefs, the administration sacrificed
its integrity."
The president's popularity with the
people remains. Tlie people like him
because they arc like him: hopeful,
amiable and more interested in
personality than in the facts, '
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MacCormac Lectures
•AIDS
on Nuclear Waste
Earl R. MacCormac, who, as
science advisor to the governor of
North Carolina, coordinated a
program for the disposal of
low-level radioactive waste in his
state and others in the region, spoke
at Colby on Wednesday,OcL 15, at
8 p.m. in Given Auditorium.
"Decision Theory and Low Level
Radioactive Wastes: The Southeast
Compact" focused on the decision
process involved in establishing
North Carolina as a host for the
Southeast Compact for radioactive
waste disposal.
On Thursday, Octl6, MacCormac
will also talk on "The
Commutational Metaphor in
Cognitive Science," at 8 p.m. in
room 215 of the Lovejoy Building.
Both are open to the public.
As the governor's advisor,
MacCormac also is responsible for
authorizing permit applications for
dealing with hazardous waste.
The expert on decision making is
the director of the North Carolina
Board of Science and Technology.
He is former chairman of the
philosophy department at Davidson
College and the author of four
books, including "Decision Analysis
Applied to Electric Utility Rate
Design," and numerous articles.
MacCormac received his Ph.D.
fro m Yale University and has
conducted postdoctoral studies at the
University of Minnesota and at
Syracuse in philosophy of science
and in philosophy and social science
respectively.
MacCormac's presentation is
sponsored by the department of
philosophy and religion and is
funded by the Franklin J. Matchette
Foundation.
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Guidelines concerning the
handling of confidential medical
information about students with
AIDS state that no specific
information concerning complaints
or diagnosis be provided to faculty,
administratorsor even parents. The
same standards apply for employees
at Colby with AIDS or ARC,
Norsworthy has implemented
programs of education at Colby
which emphasize that even though a
person may be asymptomatic, those
with confirmed positive HTLV-III
antibody tests may transmit infectior
to others through anal or vaginal
sexual intercourse, the sharing of
needles and possibly through oral
genital contact or intimate kissing.
However, the Public Health
Service stressed that the virus is not
transmitted from infected person to
uninfected person through casual
contact. There is no risk created by
living in the same dorm, attending
classes and sharing study facilities
with an infected person; eating food
prepared by an infected person;
being coughed or sneezed upon;
casual kissing or swimming in a
pool with an infected person. The
disease is seldom found in saliva but
deep kissing (with heavy exchange
of saliva) is not recommended. At
present there is no cure for AIDS

THE FAR SIDE

and the efficiency of condoms in
preventing infection is unproven.
The policy at Colby also warns that
toothbrushes, razors and other
impliments that may be contaminate,
with blood should not be shared.
When seeking medical, dental or
eye care, persons with a positive
antibody status"should advise the
practitioner for precautionary
reasons. This raises an issue of
moral responsibility at the cost of
great embarrassment and often
forfeiture of confidentiality.
TO WHOM IS THE VICTIM
RESPONSIBLE TO TELL?
The policy indicated that victims ol
AIDS do not have a responsibility tc
report their physical condition to the
admissions department when
applying to Colby nor to any student
or faculty member.
A survey of 325 students
conducted at New York University
indicated that most felt that victims
should not be denied admission but
didn't want to share living quarters.
According to Dr. Ebbin, director of
USC's student Health Center, some
good has come of the dramatic and
inflated scare about AIDS. Students
are less willing to have casual sexual
encounters than they were 4 years
ago and can be credited for the
decline in cases of gonorrhea and

By GARY LARSON
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return to reasonable rates. He
stresses that it is the messagethat we
are sending South Africa that counts
- the precise timing of our action is
not as important. Colby is among the
first colleges in the country to make
the decision to divest We are joined
by Hampshire, Bryn Mawr, Trinity,
Columb ia, and Middlebury, to name
a few. On the average, other schools
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No gems tone has such a richness in color
uariation.Tourmaline is sometimes known
under different names according to color. The
"Rube-lite " is red. "Chrome " Tourmaline has a
beautiful rich green color. Indicolite ranges
from light to a uery dark blue.
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Some of the most beautifulTourmaline in
the world is found right here in the state of
Maine.
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At Jefferg 's our gems tone cutters haue
created a superb collection of Tourmaline ,
both loose and mounted. _
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calculations.

Tietenbcrg further explains that the
reason the Board did not vote to
divest immediately last year when
continuedon p*i«4
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years to complete-divestiture.
Tietenbcrg is confident that Colby
will need no more than one year,
our reach according to his
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continued from page 1

Since 1980, $3 million has been
divested in companies appearing on
the list. In the last two years,
however, the list has grown quickly,
now including the names of 100
non-conforming corporations.
Hopefully, the increase will provide
an impetus for the remaining six
million to be divested in these last
seven months before the May
deadline.
In their 1985 resolution, the Board
cited only two instances which
would prevent complete divestiture
from occuring next spring. The first
would be noticable progress in the
dismantling of apartheid, which
would include an initiation of talks
between black and white leaders foi
the purpose of giving the black
majority legitimate representation.
Three minimum indicators of how
Ms progress would be apparent are
listed in the resolution. The second
ta that complete divestiture will
occur only "In a manner consistent
with the protection of Colby's
Portfolio' assets".
Thomas Tietenbcrg, chairman of
1110 Investment Advisory Committee,
ex plains that Colby will not divest at
Uwt time if stocks are artificially
low, but will instead wait until they

venereal waits among USC's gay
men.
Again, skeptism of a victim's
responsibility or ability to vocalize
his condition arises; Ebbin asked,
"When do they tell their partner thai
they are a carrier? Over the first
lunch? Or at the time of intimacy?"
Again let it be stressed that AIDS
eff ects heterosexuals as well as
gays. However, there have not been
any cases of AIDS reported by
lesbians. The uneducated have
wrongly used AIDS as a weapon in
war against gays.
No one has ever recovered from
the disease and the cases double
every year. The mortality rate is
50%. The present theory claims thai
AIDS spread from Africa to the
Carribean and was picked up by
American homosexuals who found
Haiti and attractive refuge. Monkeys
were its probable host. Some see
AIDS as a punishment for perverted
sins. However, it infects blood
recipients, heterosexuals and other
blameless people.
Ethical guidance is needed at
Colby. The public needs to stop
making pariahs of AIDS victims and
to recognizethe right of all students
to an equal and undiscriminating
education.
Part one of a tooyart series

The Board of Governors meeting
on Thursday, October 9, covered a
wide range of issues. First, it was
decided that many of the disciplinary
procedures recently proposed by the
Department of Safety and Security,
in conjunction with the Dean of
Students Office, must be clarified
before we can make further
comments on them. These
proposals, which contain no new
rules or regulations, are
standardizations of current
sanctions.
Second, the Board of Governors
approved the Student Affairs
Committee's decision to recommend
the removal of the Mid-Week Party
Rule. This decision, which is
awaiting the approval by the college,
would "... allow mid-week social
functions in the Student Center for
the balance of the first semester
1986-1987 with or without alcohol
with the following provisions:
- a student must register the event
with John Farkas and Dean
Seitzinger
- BAR regulations and Colby
alcohol policies needto be reviewed
with party hosts
- functions must end by midnight
and on Tuesday nights functions
cannot begin until 9 pm when
seminars are over
This proposal is being
recommended for the first semester,
1986-1987 only, with the review
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Alcohol
Education

by Betsy Kuller .
The administration is making great
efforts to inform tlie college
community about alcohol abuse.
B.A.R.
(Better
Alcohol
Responsibility) trains a group of
student educators to act as resources
for alcohol use. The group has
increased in size and has had more
money allocated to it because of the
administration's growing concern
about alcohol abuse on campus. The
group, led by co-presidents Rob
Cloutier and Sara Dickeson, is
currently in training and has several
interesting projects in mind.
Already in circulation is an
"Alternative Beverage Guide,"
which gives creative and tasty ideas
for non-alcoholic beverages. B.A.R.
will propose to the Board of
Governors the ideas of "Alternate
Beverages" in the Pub, peer
educator T-shirts, Jitney publicity,
Alcohol Awareness Week, h all

forums, and discussion sessions in
the Mary Low Coffeehouse. The
perspective freshman host program
is even considering more stringent
host responsibility guidelines
regarding perspective freshmen's
exposure to alcohol during their
stays at Colby.
The peer education training
consists of information sessions
concerning the effects of alcohol on
the body, the family, and the role il
plays in society as a whole. Most
importantly, the alcohol educators gc
through listening skills, in order to
prepare them for campus situations
where the peer educators can really
be a help.
Another important alcohol
education group is A.C.O.A., Adult
Children of Alcoholics, which meets
every Monday at 7:30 in the chapel,
led by Hank Wittenberg and M'Liz
Howand. The group aims to better
understand the problems of
alcoholism among family members.
The group also provides support for
children of alcoholic parents through
group discussions.

What if you dorit
getintothe
grad schoolof
yourchoice?
Of course, you may get into another
school, but why settle?Prepare for the
LSAT, Gl/UZT, GRE, MOTTor anygrad
school entrance exam with the best test
prep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.
For neaiy 50 years, Kaplan's testtaking techniques haveprepared over 1
million students for admission and licensing tests of all kinds. So call.Why go
tojust any grad school, whenyou can go
to the right one?

-.KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTERIID.

DONT COMPETE WITH

A KAPLAN STUDENT-BEONE

Maine GMAT class
starts Sun., Nov.9!

the issue was heating up on campus
and throughout the world is because
they saw an opportunity to create
more of an impact on South African
authorities by acting as part of a
group, instead of individually. By
joining a larger movement of
concerned corporationswhich plan
to completely divest by May 1987,
maximum pressure can be applied
for significant reform. Once again,
the act of binding together to create a
larger protesting voice is more
important than the details of how anc
when each of the members carries
through the objective.
On examination of South Africa's
current state of affairs , Colby's
. divestiture may be closer at hand
than the dismantling of apartheid.
Tietenbcrg points out that l)the state
of, emergency is still in effect,
2)10,000 political prisoners are still
in jail, and 3) presently there is no
dialogue concerning possible ways
of sharing power. The situation
could of course change in three,
months; but if his committeehad to
make the decision now that they will
have to make in the spring, he would
say that the conditions under the
Sullivan Principles have not been
met and that Colby should complete
divestiture in South Africa
immediately.
For more information on Colby's
divestiture, President Cotter's article
"Black and White" in the March
1986 issue of The Colby Alumnus is
a good source. Also, Professor
Tietenberg can be found in the
Economics Department and is quite
willing to answer questions.

by Wendy Dauphlnais
A cup ot beer was dumped in the
envelope slot of the ATM machine
Saturday night around 11:30 p.m..
Colby Safety and Security received a
call -_rom a student who entered the
machineto make a transaction, and
found beer dripping out of the
bottom of the machine. The
computerized screen said there had
been a malfunction.
Peter Chenevert, director of Safety
and Security,,said the whole incident
was recorded on film by a camera in
the ATM machine that begins filming
as soon as someone enters the door.
Chenevert went to the People's
Heritage Bank to view the film, but
he was unable to identify the student
or students, as Chenevert suggested
it may be more than one person. The
film also shows a few students who
were standing outside of the ATM
room at the time of the incident
Dean of Students Janice Seitzingea
told the Echo that damages for the
vandalism are estimated at $500 to
$600.

fry Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
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ATM Machines
Don't Drink Beer
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J ack
Anderson

by David Bullock
£
Nationally syndicated columnist
Jack Anderson spoke to a group of
Colby faculty and students yesterdaj
evening at 8:30 P.M. in Lorimer
Chapel.
A n d e r s o n 's
column ,
Merry-Go-Round. is picked up by
over 900 newspapers nationwide.
Anderson is known for investigative
reporting: exposing graft in high
places and printing high level,
classified government documents.
The government, he charges, uses
the secrecy stamp to censor the
news.
Theodore H. White, the chroniclei
of presidential politics, describes
Anderson as "an unguided missile,
with multiple warheads likely to
strike anywhere."
Anderson has been bureau chief
for Parade Magazine since 1968 and
received a Pulitzer Prize for national
reporting in 1972. Among his othei
recognitions , Anderson is
co-chairman of the Grace
Commission, head of the 21st
Century Institute, and was appointed
by President Reagan to serve as
head of the Young Astronauts
Council.

Born in California in 1922,
Anderson grew up in Utah and
served as a Mormon missionary
from 1941 to 1943. He spent the
rest of the war years with the
merchant marines and as a civilian
correspondent.
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Diversity at Colby

Semester in
London

by Priscilla Phinney
When I entered Colby as a
freshman three years ago, the theme
of the freshman book program was
"Celebrating Diversity, Confronting
Intolerance.". Since then much has
been said about Colby's desire to
attract a diverse student , body,
especially students from varied
ethnic, racial, and cultural
backgrounds to benefit the school a.
a whole. Looking around campus
this fall, I haven't noticed much
more diversity (if any) as a senior
than I did as a freshman. My
suspicions increased after reading an
article which appeared in the first
issue of the ECHO this semester
about the enthusiastic new class of
1990. ". . . The mostly white, New
England student body is still
perpetuating the Colby stereotype."
The minority student body at
Colby is composed mainly of
students of black, Hispanic, native
American, Asian, or Pacific Islander
descent. It also includes some
foreign students coming from
countries such as Ghana, India, or
Guatemala who have permanent
visas and are at Colby for four
years.
Dean Blackwell, our new Directoi
of Intercultual Affairs , feels that
there are not enough minority
students coming in as freshman.
Percentagewise, not an alarming
number of minority students transfei
or drop out of Colby once they are
here. However, the number of
minority students who are here is
already so low (there are 51 this
year) that it becomes a matter of
concern when some of these
students do decide to leave.
When asked why a minority
student would decide to come to
Colby, Dean Blackwell replied that
they would look for primarily the
same qualities in a school that all
students look for: a fine academic
program , how the college
distinguishes itself from other
schools, the affordability of the
school, and whether or not the
school would make them feel like a
SOBHU' s general purpose is to
maintain cultural identity among
black and hispanic students, as well
as to enh ance cultural aw areness , tc
increase the degree of diversity, and
display a black and hispanic
presence on the Colby College
cam pus.
The small number of minority
students at Colby appears to be
viewed as a problem that can be deal
with and improved upon by this
year's S.O.B.H.U. group and our
new Director of Cultural Affairs.
Despite the difficulties in adjusting tc
Colby during the first few weeks of
school, freshman Eddie Hughes has
a positive attitude. Although he had
doubts at first about whether he
wquW play here for all four ucars, he
now thinks he "probably will". Dean
Blackwell also said he Is enjoying
Colby an d Is enthusiastic about his

future here. I am confident we 11
accomplish some positive things to
create a greater diversity on
campus."
welcomemember of the community.
It is this last factor, that of feeling
like a member of the community,
that a minority student applying to a
predominantly white school must
take into special consideration. Dean
Blackwell spoke of a desired "critica!
mass", meaning the number of
minority students needed to be
present at Colby in order to relieve
students of dealing with the pressure
of their "minorityness". The
number of minority students at
Colby has been fairly stable for the
past five or six years. However, in
order to reach the critical mass, there
needs to be a steady increase over a
period of time. Hiring more minority
faculty members, administration,
and staff would also help this
problemOne distinct problem that arises
from failure to attain a critical mass
is that it causes feelings of "being
too visible, of standing out," Dean
Blackwell said. Freshman Eddie
Hughes said "it was difficult
adjusting to. being in the extreme
minority" during his first few weeks
at Colby, coming from a highschool
in the Bronx where he had always
been in the majority. Although he
has "had no trouble with any
students," he said he sometimes
feels out of place, "for example at th<
student center parties." He would
like to see more,minority students at
Colby, to bring more diversity to the
social and cultural life.
Eddie is a member of
S.O.B.H.U., which is the "Student
Organization for Black and Hispanic
Unity", with Irene Izquirerdo,
Majestcr Stewart, and LaWanda
Marshall, serving as tri-Prcsidents
this year. At their first meeting two
weeks ago, S.O.B.H.U. members
discussed how they could attract
more minority students to Colby.
They concluded that it was importani
to start with the minority students
already here on campus to make
Colby a more attractive place for
minorities. Also, increasing the
interaction of Colby's minority
students with one another by
keeping the SOBHU group active
will be an important goal.
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grab all the money he could, placing
it in the mail bag while only using
his hands. John emerged from the
whirlpool of money a victor after
gathering $106 plus $25 for
winning his round in the
semi-finals. When asked what he
planned to do with the money, John
said, "I am going to spend it on my
girlfriend,"

¦
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continued from page 11

This fall, Colby instituted a
program allowing first semester
freshman to travel to London ,
England instead of spending their
first semester .in Maine. The
program is geared towards British
drama and offers ample opportunity
Doug was also offered a chance tc
to experience the performing arts
battle with the blizzard for 15
first hand. Professor Howard
seconds, if he was willing to give up
Koonce, director of the Colby in
London program, is both pleased
the $25 he had won in his round.
and excited about the new programWithout a moment of hesitation,
While similar programs are offered
Doug relinquished the $25 and was
to upperclassmen , . the main
climbing into the machine. Within If
emphasis is placed on freshmen this
seconds, Doug had more than
semester. Seven members of the
doubled his prize money by
class of 1990 and one
gathering $56.
upperclassman are now studying
In an interview after the show,
English and the performing arts at
The
Echo asked Adams how and
Regents College in London. The trip
why he started working in the game
fills all freshman English
show. Adams said he was a
requirements and offers additional
professional
actor, hired by the
courses in English and performing
Kramer Agency Inc. of Michigan tc
arts to its participants. One of the
M.C. the show. "I am opposed to
most interesting facets of the
hard labor, so I thought I'd go into
program is the faculty. A staff of
show business," joked Adams.
British writers, actors, directors,
semester at Colby. Meal plans and
designers and voice instructors are
Actually the job involves traveling
phone services are also available to
involved in Colby's program,
9 months per year to different
make the students' stay overseas
allowing for a professional
colleges, driving on the average, 1C
more comfortable. The Colby
atmosphere.
hours a night. Paul and Nona have
freshmen in London program,
The students now involved in the
been working with the Blizzard of
though fairly new, is an organized
program are required to take a
Bucks for'one year and two months,
and great program opening doors for
and since last Jaanuary they have
course in dramatical text and a
those Colby students interested in oi
given away over $40,000.
performing arts acting course.
attracted to theater, English and
Attendance of many modem Britis-i
visiting the city of London.
plays right in London is also
___
E
mandatory. But the Colby program m
in London is not just work. Students
155 College Ave.
^ tt ^\
f
have weekends that are virtually free | S
an opportunity to join the Student
Wate rville
Union of the University of London - /
VO ' /
and have total access to the city of
London itself. The students live in
<^
873-2715
\
1 V
Regents park at Regents College in s
dorm building completewith kitchen
units and appartment-type
«_
HI
arrangements. The dorm is occupied
largely by American students
participating in similar programs §
_
through other American colleges.
1
Colby's program in London is not 2
3
a
only limited to those students who
Free
Estimates
Available
|
j
are extremely affluent Financial aid
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiini
S
is available to those who are in need t-nmiiiiiiuiiHltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiii
of it. The cost of traveling to and
staying at Regents College for the
semester is equ al to spending the
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Blizzard

by Jod ie Caruolo
(This is the f irst of a four-part series on
the Freshman. Abroad program. Future
articles will feature Colby in
Cuernavaca JD ijonjmd
Germany)
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Reagan entered the White House.
In 1982, Republican House
candidates were favored by about
three-fourths of those who identified
themselves as Republicans;
Democratic candidates won a
comparable share from those who
called themselves Democrats.
These figures are almost identical
in the current survey. The difference
is that in 1986, there are more
Republicans- one indication that to
some degree, at least, a
"realignment" of the electorate
toward Reagan's party has taken
place.
In September 1982, 55 percent ol
those surveyed identified themselves
as Democrats or as independents
who leaned toward the Democratic
party; only 38 percent said they were
Republicans or Republican-leaning
independents. In the current survey,
the comaparable, figures are much
closer: 49 percent call themselves
Democrats or lean toward the party,
to 44 percent for the Republicans.

significantly higher than approval foi
his handling of either foreign affairs
or economic policy.
If Reagan is not transferring all ol
his popularity to Republicans, his
high standing is still central to why
his party is doing so well at
mid-term. The striking contrast is tc
the 1982 mid-term elections, when
unemployment exceeded 10percent
and approval of Reagan 's
performance fell to 42 percent at this
point in the campaign.
Unhappiness with Reagan was
reflected in voting preferences for
the House of Representatives.
According to a Times-CBS News
survey in September 1982,
Democrats led in House races by a
margin of 48 percent to 34 percent
But the president's importance to
the Republicans appears to transcend
short-term voting intentions: a
significant shift in party
identification has taken place since

l
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the figure rose to 25 percent
Ca tholics,- another key swing
group, were supporting or leaning
toward Democratic House
candidates by a margin of 52 percem
to 39 percent
The greatest prospect for the
Democrats this fall- and the greatest
threat to the Republicans- is the
economicissue, the survey found.
Democrats did especially well
among the 35 percent of those
surveyed who listed an economic
problem ,
particularly
unemployment, as the most
important facing the country.
Moreover, the survey found the
country less optimistic about the
future than it was two years ago.
Those surveyed in October 1984 and
those in the current survey were
asked: "If things continue the way
they are going now, do you think th«
future of the next generation of
Americans will be a good one, or
will it be bogged down by too many
problems left behind for them?"

White Southerners, one key
component of the old New Deal
Democratic coalition that has been
moving toward the Republicans, are
continuing their journey.
Overall, Southern whites said they
backed or were leaning to
Republican candidates for the House
by a margin of 56 to 37 percent.
Among Southern white men, the
margin was even higher- 61 to 28
percent Republican. More than a
third of these pro-Republican voters,
however, live in districts where
there is no two-party contest this
year.
The survey supported the view oi
many politicians that this white flighl
from the Democrats in the South
results in part from a reaction to the
party's stands in favor of civil rights
for blacks.
When the probable electorate was
asked if "the Democratic Party pays
too much attention to blacks" or not,
some 15 percent nationwide said it
did. But among white Southerners,

j
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In October 1984, 44 percent:
looked positively toward future,
while 45 percent gave the more
pessimistic response. In the current
survey, only 32 percent were
optimistic about the future, with 62
percent seeing it as problematic. The
more pessimistic group is supporting
Democrats for the House this year
by a margin of about 5-to-3.
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Another central corollary to the
Democrats' campaign on the
economy has been the contentiontha
many states are iri recession- 31 of
them according to the National
Governors' Association- despite
more favorable national economic
news.
The survey offered a mixed verdici
on the Democrats' effort to blame
Reagan for this. By a margin of 3 to
1, voters said they held their
governor, not the president,
responsible for their state's
economic situation. But the survey
also found that voters were more
likely to credit governors with good
times than to blame them for bad
ones.
Finally, although voters have
shown little interest in foreign policy
this year, the survey found that those
who do were more likely to favor the
Republicans. The 27 percent who
listed a foreign or military issue or
terrorism as the nation's most
important problem favored
Republican candidates for the House
by a margin of about 5 to 4.
These broader issues may, in the
end, have a limited impact on
congressional voting. Some 41
percent of those surveyed said that a
candidate's character and experience
was the most important factor in
their choice; an additional 23 percent
said state and local issues made the
biggest difference to them. Only 20
percent said national issues were
most important
And as has nearly always been true
in House races, incumbents are at a
major advantage. In districts with
Democratic incumbents, the probable
electorateprefers Democrats52 to 3^
percent; in districts with Republican
incumbents, Republicans are well
ahead, 46 percent to 31 percent.
continued from page 3
scheduled by the Student Affairs
Committee at the end of Jan Plan."
Third, the Board of Governors
voted to approve the petition of
off-campus students requesting a
seond off-campus governor who
will sit on the Board along with the
current Off-Campus Governor,
Steve Goldman/
Fourth, a committee consisting ol
members of the Board of Governors
and headed by Parliamentarian John
McNinch was set up to revicw the
new intramurals system.
Fifth, the suggestion of increasing
the Colby Security presence at social
events was discussed.

HE A D OF THE CHAR LES:
Come to the Colby Tent on Sunday,
October 19, at the Elliot Street
Bri dge on the Boston side. This
location is near Harvard Stadium
and is toward the end of tlie race
where the Charles River starts to
bend.

Wake Me When It's Over

The Rest of the Story
by Scott A. Lamer
I've never been what one might
call a "party animal". In fact, I've
always been rather partial to the
proverbial "geek" way of life. Of
course I must admit that there are
times when I'd like to let my hair
down and have a beer with the "ol'
alma mater gang." But more often
than not, I must content myself with
a simple dance or two, and perhaps
^ome light conversation: "So, ya like
the. new Student Center?...(no
response)...Yeah, me too...(long
pause)...So, ya got a major?...Are
you enjoying your Freshman year sc
far?... How 'bout them Sox? I used
to play, you know." .
Anyway - the impromptu Student
Center "gig" by Dick Dingle and the
Berries et al last Saturday night got
me to thinkin' about the state oi
things during this third year of the
Commons System. Now Lord
knows, I ain't gonna knock the
Commons System. There were too
many letters these last two years
(and no doubt more will follow)
attacking what we had never really
been willing to give a chance. Rathei
I would like to berate, ever so
slightly, the seeming curfew that has

Off the Cuff
by Jim Sullivan

crept into our weekend lives at
Colby.
The practice session of Dingle and
company went as planned ¦_but at tht
stroke of twelve, two other bands
who were hoping to play were told
that they could not, because the
Center was not signed out So it was
midnight...on a Saturday
night...after various midterms...and
the Prince's Ball had ended.
Yet it was hardly a surprising turrj
of events (or, more accurately,
turning off of events). Ever since the
transition form frat to mosaic, it
seems that the "powers that be"
(composed of student and
Administration members alike) have
clamped down in expectation of
some student organized retribution not a wholly unreasonable worry, I
guess. In the process of turning
attention from the unruly frats to the
comparatively peaceful dorms,
however, it seems that a certain
degree of trust is now missing.
There is. surely reason not to trust exemplified dishearteningly well by
someone who poured a drink into
the bank teller machine during the
Berries' gig. But one would think

Librar y Sleep: I t's a Gas

picture. With book in hand I slowly
by Greg Dumark
I have had close to ten hours of opened my eyes; I am lost,
sleep, three cups of coffee and a bewildered and most importantly
no-doze, but after walking through embarassed. I have fallen asleep
those doors I am already feeling a many times, but this time the worst
little light headed. What 's of all things has happened. I have
happening? My knees begin to seen it happen to others, but I nevei
weaken, my legs get heavier by the thought it would happen to me. I
moment and I am slurring my could have fallen asleep in a chair ir
words. I try to fight it, but the forces a dark comer, but I didn't. Instead 1
are overwhelming. As I walk down had to fall asleep at a brightly lit, and
the stairs into the basement, I realize hightly visible study table.
that I am not alone. There is a Immediately I knew something had
person holding my hand, asking me gone wrong, the two people that
to slowly count down from ten, and were at the table before I lost
as I get lower and lower, I begin to consciousness, were now gone.
There were a lot of questions.
fade into a deep sleep. It's too late
now, I cannot pull out of the Where did the other two go and why
downward spiral, I have entered the did they leave? Did I snore? No, it's
not likely. Did I talk in my sleep?
sleeping zone.
The doors are not those of No, I usually don 't do that Oh my
Mid-Maine Medical center but Millei God, I didn't! I look around and
Library. The incident took place last then I casually glance toward the
week, and little by little, it all comes table. I did it, I have committed tlie
ultimate sin. 1have drooled.
painfully back to me.
As I began to discretely mop it up
Fallingasleep was all too easy, but
waking up presented a far different
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continued on page 8

Colby Desser t s

Freshman eat the pudding. But
then - they learn. The pudding cups
which adorn the shelves in the lunch
and dinner lines are venerable Colby
fixtures - just like the Miller Library
- but nobody eats the Miller Library.
Another analogy (and I make this
for those freshmen who have yet tc
discern) which may pin the point
more clearly is this: "Children are tc
be seen and not heard. The pudding
is to be seen and not eaten."
The reason I'm harping on the
Seller's pudding is because I've
never seen anyone eating it
(excepting those freshmen, of
course). Day after day it gracefully
bedecks the glass shelves hoping tc
be eaten , but no one ever touches it

The pudding cups are beautiful to
look at as they squat, poised, in
pastel colors. I'm sure that their
presence aims to stimulate aesthetic
contemplation and appreciation of
the "food arts" Though they provoke
desire, to taste is to suck mud.
Now I've been unfairly picking on
the pudding because there is jello on
the shelves too. Everyone likes jello,
and if your mother ever makes it at
home, it's devoured pronto. No one
ever reacts that way with Sellers
jello. The jello is almost as attractive
as the pudding, pastel colors and the
whole biti but it too has been
squatting since the days of Elijah
Parish Lovejoy. There is a good
reason for this. Everyone is afraid tc
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Treehouse nightmare

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
THE WILLIAMS - MYSTIC PROGRAM

PLEASE JOIN US FOR AN ILLUSTRATED TALK

continued on page 8
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with my half written paper, I started
to wonder what it is about the
Library that causes this
phenomenon. Many ideas crossed
my mind. It could have been the
dread of doing work, but dreading
somethingusually doesn't make you
tired. Some have said it's those easy
chairs, claiming; "sit in one of those
and you're out cold." There is a lot
of truth to this theory, but I don't
think it is the source of the problem.
Others have suggested that it is the
color scheme in the Library. True,
those soft pastels are soothing, but
then again Miami Vice is always
filmed in pastel settings and I never
fall asleep watching it. While all
these things contribute to the
sleeping phenomenon of the
Library, none seem to be at the heart
of the problem.
Then, while walking around
Physical Plant the other day, I
overheard a conversation that held
the key to the mystery. One worker
was saying to another "What do you
think, should we turn up the gas in
the Library this afternoon and
tonight?" To this the other worker
replied; "Yea, but not too high,
remember what happened last
Sunday, kids couldn't even get to
their chairs before they fell asleep.
We had them dropping like flies."
The conversation ended with the first
worker answering; "Your right, I'll
give em just enough gas to fall
asleep for about fifteen minutes or
so." Bingo! It wasn't the chairs or
the colors, but sleeping gas
circulating through the central air
system.
My mind is at ease now that I
know the secret behind the sleeping
phenomenon of the Library.
Thoughts of illness or an inability to
study have been erased. It's not me
but the "gas". And so the next time
you go to the Library and feel tired,
don't fight it. Don't sit at a table and
say to yourself "I'm not going to fall
asleep." You too could be the victim
of an uncontrollable drool. Instead
find a nice comfortable seat in a dark
corner and breath deep. Don 't
worry, you'll be awake in about
fifteen minutes, give or take a few.
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Markets & Policies

Pat Robertson- Stakes Are High

by Robert Macdonald

The recent materialization of Pat
Robertson as a presidential hopeful
(he doesn't have a prayer, to use the
term loosely) presents some far
reaching and potentially adverse
implications for a growing and
increasingly centrist Republican
Party. The legitimate fear that
Robertson's right wins and religious
intransigencewill frighten away a lol
of the young professionals who
have recently been attracted to
Ronald Reagan and the Republican
Party, must be causing a lot of
cheering in the Democratic camp. I
certainly must admit that I was one
of those who watched Jesse Jackson
with excited anticipation as he helped
divide the Democratic Party with
extremist rhetoric and negative
campaigning. The fact that
Robertson represents an extreme,

yet very important section of the
Republican Party, makes it doubly
dangerous for the Republicans.
There are about twenty million
evangelists in the U.S. today, many
of whom helped provide the money
and ground troops that put Reagan
in office. Building a coalition of
centrist progressive (less social-issue
orientated) Republicans with the
intransient religious right is a tough
coalition to build. Reagan (who in
my mind will go down in history as
consumately pragmatic and less
ideologically motivated) built such a
coalition out of his own personal
appeal and the misperceptionsof his
supporters. He was all things to all
these groups. Yet he really never
flexed his politiacl muscle the way
he could have on abortion, school
prayer, and other social issues.
Robertson himself does not appeal
to be the frightening man that I have

thus far written atJout. Indeed, on
the contrary he is attractive,
well-spoken, well-educated and has
an extremely warm and caring
manner. Aside from his religious
assuations and his political
inexperience, he embodies many of
the qualities most of us would like in
our president. His credentials are
impressive. He was Phi Beta Kappa
at Washington and Lee, did a year oi
graduate work at the University of
' London, received a law degree from
Yale, and toured Korea with the
marines during the Korean conflict.
In his mid-twenties he found
Christ and went to study the ministq
at New York Theological Seminary.
Soon thereafter he acquired a UHF
station in Portsmouth, Virginia.
Today that UHF station has grown
into either the second or fifth
(depending on what is counted)
largest cable network in America. It

should bnng in 230 million dollars
in donations this year. Its most
important program is the 700 club,
hosted by Robertson and beamed ou
ninety minutes a night, five nights a
week. It is because of CBN that
Robertson is politically visible, that
he has a media image, and that he
has something that no one except
Bush and Kemp have; he has a
cultivated and eager band of
organized supporters on the ground.
Doubltless they would be able to
carry him and a block of delegates to
the Republican Convention. But he
shall and should not go any further.
Robertson, sadly enough, is as far
out of touch with mainstream
America as Jesse Jackson or Walter
Mondale. Though bear in mind that
winning may not be what Robertson
is after, as we shall see....
Before we move on to Robertson':
beliefs and policies, let's first
consider the larger discussion as to
the place of religious advocacy in
American politics.'!do not support
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the argument that religious leaders
should separate themselves from the'
political arena. Freedom of religion,
many liberals need to remind
themselves, also involves the
freedom of religious advocacy. The
continued on page 11

continued from page 7 D©SSCftS

pick up the j ello cup that holds the
jello squares with the rubbery edges. '
Every cup I've ever tried has that
"rubber" in it. I think Seller's
throws away the good middle
portion of a bowl batch of jello and
serves up that jello which has gelled
on the plastic bottoms and sides of
the bowl. But that's not rational
thinking at all. One other point about
Seller's jello: How about those
"pudding in a cloud" extravaganzas
that come in those long sleek dessert
cups. No - we can still taste the
rubber through the whipped cream
providing we blow torch a soup
spoon into an eating instrument
which will be able to reach into thos<
cups.
The jello and pudding are
everyday, every meal staples/When
have you not seen one or the other
on the shelves? This is because
Seller's never takes them off the
shelves-(just kidding,!know you
guys "bake it fresh" everday). On
some days however, we are tempted
with exhibitions of creative energy
which totally thwart the decision
making process of the dessert
selector. The exhibitions I write of
are those doughy, flaky, cream-puff
turnovers. Enough said.
Seiller's offers a myriad of dessert
choices: cake edges (who has not
touched the side of a cake square to
test for softness), cookie
impersonators etc...Everyday, I'm
so overwhelmed by the selection thai
my mind frazzles and I end up
blowing right by the dessert shelves.

•Rest of Story
con t inued from page 7
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that some ground might be given bj
both "sides" of this seeming*
competition. Why do we have to go
to bed so early? Why is there still sc
much campus damage?
Okay - so now I wanna make a
suggestion!- and I'm certain I'm not
the first. I realize that quiet hours
have to be observed in the dorms
after a certain time. Therefore, the
Student Center and pub, in all their
"number one meeting place" glory,
arc the only on-campus bastions of
weekend fun. Can't wc have some
parties that go till three- dare I say itfour o'clock in the morning- damage
and fight free? Is what I'm
suggesting such an impossible goal.
What a revelation- a compromise
between grown-up students (we aro
adults now, aren 't we) and our
loving rulers. Imagine the publicity.
I guess this article got way more
serious than I hoped it would. I'm
usually much more light-hearted
than this. But sometimes it gets real
frustrating when your senior year is
flying by- and it's time to go to bed
when you 're really psych ed to j us t
keep dancing. Somebody- wake mc
¦
when it's over... i .:•!".

Wwodsmeifl 's Team

Colby Runners
Dominate NESCAC
by Sarab Redfield
The women's cross country team
won the 1986 NESCAC
championship sponsored by Bates
College.The meet last Saturday tool,
place on a hilly course at the
Springbrook Golf Course.
Bates College took second place
and Tufts placed third.
The Colby women dominated the
3.1 mile course. No team came close
to threatening their winning position
First for Colby was senior Jeanne
Guild. Guild has led the victorious
cross country team in each race. She
placed third overall in the NESCAC
race. Second for Colby was
wondenvoman Jill Vollweiler, a fasl
freshman who paces with Guild
during each race. Vollweiler placed
fifth overall. Both Guild and
Vollweiller made the AU-NESCAC
Cross Country Team. Third for
Colby, sophomore Karen Boomer,
ran a fast race ana passed runners
from threatening teams to assist the
Colby victory. Behind Boomer ran
senior Sarah Redfield w{ho is
proving the two workout week to be
tops. Debra Rebone, a freshman,
placed fifth for Colby. She is a
future racing starlet. Suffering from
ankle injury,.Linda Roberts ran a
tough race. Look out for a faster
Roberts in the up and coming races.
Leslie Dougherty, sophomore, was
the final of the fast Colby runners.
Dougherty's fine efforts displaced
runners from challenging teams.
Coach Deb Aitken, with her
advanced training techniques, was
instrumental in procuring the
cross-country team's first NESCAC
victory.
Two years ago when Coach Aitker
arrived at Colby, the team had placec
eighth at the 1984 NESCAC's. In
her first year she brought the team
up to second place and in this year her second - the women's team
won. Colby College is looking at a
future of a winning womens cross
country team.

Saturday afternoon , October 10,
on a hilly, windwhipped course the
Men's Cross Country team finished
second .losing to Bates, in the New
England Small College Athletic
ConferenceChampionships.
Junior Bill Derry finished the
strenuous five mile course first for
Colby and third overall, with a time
of 26:10, thus earning himself a
well deserved place on the all
NESCAC team, comprised of the
top seven finishers of the race. Derrj
was followed by Senior Mark
Pagnano, Sophomore Tim Fischer,
Senior Phil Thonton and Senior
Hans Hagen , Freshman Ole
Amundsen and Senior Mike Misner
in places 8, 14, 16, 20, 22, and 28
respectively.
Colby has fared well thus far due
to a larger than usual team with a
good deal of depth. The entire team
Finishedwithin the top 30 positions
in a race of over 70 runners. Close
grouping such as this has been a key
factor in all races this season.
Saturday's strong performance
should be seen as a definite reason
for optimism. Colby was beaten
only by an exceptionally strong,
nationally ranked Bates squad.
Amherst, Tufts and Williams
finished behind the two Maine
teams, but didn't pose serious
threats. The Men's team will run the
Bates course again October 25 in the
Maine invitational, where they will
face the Bates squad for a second
time. - . ' '
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Sports Scoreboard

Biotball

Men's Soggg

W«n«ft 8Q«w

Women 's Fidel Hofe

Record: 1-3
Last Game: Colby 7 Amherst 14
Next Game: Oct 18 @ Middlebury
Record: l-3-2
Last Game: Colby 0 Bates 3
Next Game: Oct 17 @ Boston Unlv

¦Women's Tenn is
Record: 5-3

>

Record: 2-7-1
Last Game: Colby 0 Conn. College 1
Next Game: Oct 18 Home vs MIT
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Last Match: Runner-up @ MA1WA Tournament
Next Match: Oct 23-25 New Englands
Men's Cross Country
Record; 9th of 20 at Tufts, 3rd of 6 at Gorham, and 1st of 3 @ UMA
Last Meet: 2nd © NESCAC
Ncxt Meet: Maine Invit. @ Bates on Oct 25

Women's Cros,. Cpwntry

by Matt Moran
"She and 1 are going to fell". .
."You four guys get the rope and
t wit ch" . . ."Don't forget to use the
dogs when peeveeing".. . ."No,
we're not going to spit or toss
pulp". . ."Pass the WD40 and the
bastard file".. .Are these lines from
an old frat party? Is this the script ol
an off-Broadway play of the early
60's? Is this part of the 18 missing
minutes of the Watergate tapes? Is
Dean Earl Smith dictating to his
secretary? Nope. It's a conversation
overheard in the wilds behind
Roberts Union. The speakers belong
to an elite group of French, Spanish,
Eng li sh , A*t and Anthropology
majors, known to many as the
Colby College International
Woodsmen's Team.
This crack troop of amateur
lumberjacks began the season by
recruiting alsiest 40 new members.
The 1000% k-erease in membership
impressed mcay administrators and
all four veteran members. "Blew me
away!" said Prof. Dale Skrein of
Mathematics. The neophytes began
their traiaiog with baseball bats,
Barry Ma&_ tew and aerobics.
Thereafter, traditional woodskills
were demonstrated, taught and
honed under the sharp-eged tutelage
of George D.B. Hull and Matt
Three-Fingers Moran. Six times a
week, these die-hard choppers,
splitters, fellers, and sawyers met tc
make sawdust out of Sequoias and
the whole time passers-by asked:
"why?"
This question was answered last
weekend at Unity College, in Unity.
Maine overlooking beautiful Unity

by Ken Barber

"

Record: 2nd of 4 at Bowdoin, 1st of 14 at SMU Invitational, 2n d a
CBB, and 1st of 4 @ Wesleyan
Last Meet: 1st ©NE SCAC
Ncxt Meet: MAIAW <5> U. Maine on Oct 25

Road Race to Kick off
SAMS Camoaien

by Melissa Hallahan
A 10 kilometer road race is set foi
next Saturday October 25 at 10 am.
to benefit the National Multiple
Sclerosis(MS) society. Runners will
raise money by getting people to
pledge them.
Registration for the race begins at
7:30 a.m. in the field house and will
be open for anyone interested until
9:00a.m. The entry fee will be $10
for those without pledges and $5
with $25 in pledeges. There will be _
postrace ceremony in the Student
Center for all those involved.
Trophies will be awarded to winners
of each age division. Prizes will be
awarded to those who have the most
pledges. Sponser sheets are
available in the Student Center on the
Information Desk. We were happy
to receive help by Domino's,
Joseph's, New Balance and Shop'n
Save.
The race is one of the several

f
J
J
j
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events the Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) group is
sponsoring. As many remember, the
Rock-A-Like last February was a
huge success. This will be the
climax of our campaign and we hope
it will be even better than last year.
The SAMS committee wants to
organize fun events that will benefit
a good cause. Many do not realize
that M.S. is a major neurological
disease that affects young adults
between the ages of 18-35 . Two
hundred cases are diagnosed every
week and there is no present cure.
It is our hope that many will
participate in the road race because
while having fun you can help fighl
a serious disease.
Any questions about the race or il
anyone would like to join the SAMS
committee please contact Melissa
Hallahan at 873-3091 or Phillipa
Carter at 873-7116.

~
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Sat :7:30 • 1:00

Tues-Fri :7:30 - 5:00
873-1010
45 Main St., Watervill e

continued on page 11
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The Alden Ocean Shell

The ultimate
exercise machine

Recreational rowing. It
quickens the heart with exhilaration and fills the lungs
with fresh sea air. The sliding
seat gives total exercise to
both upper and lower body
while providing self-propelled,
injury-free movement in an
unspoiled
environment.
Stable, seaworthy, versatile,
the Ald en can be rowed
anywhere there is waterrough or smooth,fresh or salt
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Waterville, Maine
Jim Mathieu
Call Mon-Fri 872-5518
i/Veekends on the Water
DEMONSTRATIONS
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I!Salmon Lake No.Belgrade
MAIN STREET, FAIRFIELD
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Football Almost Catches
#1in New England

by Christopher Watt "
Amherst 14, Colby 7. Chalk up
another loss to the "hapless" Mule
football team, you say. But read on.
The Amherst Lord Jeffs are the
number one ranked team in New
England. But how did our seemingl)
"lowly" team manage to come this
close to beating a team of such high
caliber, you ask? Ability. Desire.
Teamwork. Respectability!
After breaking an 11- game losing
streak the previous week against the
University of Lowell, the Mule
gridmen were hungry for more. Add
to that an embarrassing 48-0 1985
defeat at the hands of Amherst, and
you have all the makings of a very
interesting football game.
The contest started slowly, with
neither team scoring in the first
quarter. The Lord Jeffs managed to
break into the scoring period in the
second quarter, however, with
quarterback Paul Foye hitting Mike
Tate with a 12-yard scoring pass.
Kevin Kinne booted the PAT and
Amherst was ahead 7-0. The two
teams were unable to get anything
going for the rest of the 2nd quarter,
and the score remained 7-0 at
halftime.
The 3rd stanza was a mirror image
of the 2nd. The Lord Jeffs put

togehter a solid 90-yard scoring
drive, which culminated in halfback
Paul Okun's 4-yard scoring plunge.
Kinne added the kick once again,
and the Amherst lead climbed to 14.
The fourth quarter opened with thiethargic Mule offense finally
kicking into gear. After recovering a
fumble on the Amherst 42, Colby
QB Chip Kispert went to work. He
engineered a quick 5-play scoring
drive, ending with a 25-yard scoring
toss to junior tight end John
McNinch. Junior John Hamlin split
the uprights for the extra point, and
the Amherst lead was cut to 7.
But the Mules weren't done yet
With 1:23 left on the clock, they
received the ball on their own 31
after an Amherst punt. Kisplert
preceded to do a superb job of
executing the 2-minute offense. He
hit junior flanker Jamie Arsenault foi
an 11 yard gain. Next it was
sophomore tailback Tony Ekstrom
for 12 and then McNinch for 6 more
. After a time out, Kispert connected
wilh Arsenault for another 13 yards
and then kept it for an additional 6.
On 3rd and 4 (incomplete pass on
second down), Kispert picked up 12
yards on another keeper, makirig it
first and goal from the 8. On first
down, a pass to McNinch was
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incomplete. And then came the
heartbreaker. Amherst linebacker
Jeff Spadafora picked off a Kispert
pass intended for Arsenault in the
end zone with 13 seconds
re____ining, sealing the Mules' fate.
"In terms of effort and
enthusiasm, we couldn't have asked
for anything more", stated an upbeal
head coach Tom Austin. "We had
the opportunity to win, but technical
errors cost us once again." Austin
praised the efforts of the Mule
defense (3 goal line stands), and
cited freshman linebacker Jon Gale,
junior defensive back Dave Wilson
and senior defensive tackle John de
Rham (20, 12 and 9 combined
tackles, respectively) for their great
individual efforts.
On offense, Austin singled out
Ekstrom (Rushing: 14 carries, 52
yards; Receivings catches, 33
yards): for his fine performance.
The squad travels to Middlebury,
VT this weekend to take on
NESCAC rival Middlebury College
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Academia Elsewhere

Bowdoin College, Brunswick:
Two Bowdoin students, a male
and a female, were assaulted by a
man as they were returning to
campus from a walk in town.
Neither were injured , and
Brunswick police are pessimistic
about finding the assailant Dean of
Students Kenneth Lewallen
said,"'...I've been hearing more
incidents of harassment this
semester than the past two."

Middlebury
College ,
Middlebury,Vt
The Community Council has sent
as proposal to President Robison
reccommending the installation of a
condom machine on campus. Last
Sunday the student forum passed a
motion in favor of this decision. "I
thin k it's a great idea," states Dean
Wonnacott
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Field Hockey Drops 4th
by Karen Buckley
The Colby Women's field hockey
team lost a tough one to Plymouth
State, 2-1, last Friday at home. The
loss brought the Mules record to
3-4-1.
The Mules, lead by tri-captains
Karen Czuchry, Robin Blanchard
and Melissa Brown, started out the
season with a 2-2 tie against the
Bates Bobcats and a 2-1 win over
MIT. "We were very optimistic
about the team from the beginning, "
said Browfl. According to Czuchry,
"Wc really gutted it out in the Bates
game through two overtimes.
Although we didn't walk away with
a win , we felt we had the potential
for a very successful season."
The Mules followed with three
losses in a row against UMF, Tufts,
and USM. 'Those losses were a bit
tou gh on the teams' morale," said
Blanchard. She noted, however, thai
the team seemed able to bounce bock
pretty well. Brown agreed, adding
that, "our attitude as a team seems to
be more positive this year than last
year 10 that wc are able to go out

fighting even after a loss."
The teams' determination was
rewarded by a 1-0 win over Gordon
followed by a 4-0 victory over New
England College. According to
Coach Dcbby Pluck, the wins were
due to "good effort by everyone. We
had a more solid offensive circle
play and maintained possession of
the ball. Overall, wc are making
fewer mistakes." Pluck added that
the team has scored' more goals so
far this year than all of last season.
Although the Plymouth State loss
was a disappointment, "it was an
excellent game," said Czuchry.
"Everyone was really thinking on th.
fleld , and we were clicking as a
team." It was actually somewhat of
an ego booster for the team to have
fared as they did against a team
ranked ninth in the nation.
If the Mules maintain a .500
overall record and beat Bowdoin,
they have a chance at a spot in the
state tournament. The next game is
Saturday at University of Maine at
Farmington

Woodsmen's
•continued
from page 9

Pond. Here three Colby squads
armed with razor-sharp axes, rolled
in with dawn's early light and
occupied the field. The competition
was University of New Hampshire,
University of New Brunswick,
Macdonald College, University of
Maine at Orono, and Unity College.
The first event of the meet began
with felling a tree with axes,'
dragging it across a meadow with a
rope (twitching), and then rolling it
with logging hooks (peevees).
Thereafter the log is pushed up on a
platform (scoot loading) and sawed
into short pieces. The clock, is
stopped after these pieces are stacked
as a pyramid. Captains Lucas Fritz
Schadl of the men's teams and
Keary Hanan of the Debutante Team
were outstanding at bringing down
their respective trees; Woodchick
Amy Rosen backed up Hanan while
demonstrating the benefits of safety
gear.
In the afternoon, the meet
consisted of individual events such
as dot-splitting, wood-tossing, and
axe-throwing. In the latter,
Sophomore Will Adorable Dixon
amazed all by beating every other
man at the meet

The final heat of the day was
chopping-splitting -firebuilding: the
most feared events of all woodsmen.
Some shining moments were Suzi
Yer Hot Schumann's chopping,
Kwasi Keel him Harry Abamkwah's
splitting and the fire, skills of Cap't
Alex Camel Man Pugh and Rudy
(short for Rudy Penzer) Penzer.
Tragedy almost befell the men':,
team when a bus chased Collin
Miller, Joey Hough, and George
Hull to the strains of "Swing Low".
The team has received a shot of
adrenaline, not only from increased
membership, but from the retutn of
faculty advisor John Guttennina.
Gimbel and coach Heidi Squid
Languis. Said Prof. Dale Skrein,
"Colby is the only liberal arts college
that has a year-round woodsmen
team although there is no forestry
program. This means that all the
members come from all walks of
Colby life, not just native country
boys." Indeed most of the
woodsmen are from metropolitan
and suburban areas, and past
sawyers have roots in Ghana ,
Kenya, West Germany, and France.
Dean of the College, Doug las
Archibald, summed it all up when he
said/The College takes pride in its
athletics. Each team means
something to us. This most certainly
applies to the woodsmen. . . "I
understand that the team is
committed to the concept of sports,
scholarship and p ersona l
existing
development
simultaniously. For this you should
be complemented. You belong to a
group th at you can be very proud
of."

£ _ !-T«.-KL6S continued from page 8

question therefore, in my mind, is
not whether we should have a
separationof church and politics, bu
rather, do Robertson's beliefs and
positions conform with those of
main stream America? In America
people from all walks of life (even
from the Lyndon Larouche crowds)
are free to pursue political office.
Certainly, the tax-exempt status of
religious leaders must be watched
closely as they become increasingly
politically active. I certainly do not
agree with Robertson's use of the
Freedom Council (a Robertson
group obstensibly committed to
non-partisan political organizing) to
raise funds and mobilize evangelical
voters for his joust with Vice
President Bush and Jack Kemp in
the Michigan GOP precinct-delegate
elections last summer. Add to this
the fact that tax exempt CBN has
funneled more than three million
dollars into the Freedom Council's
treasuries over the past twelve
months and it becomes increasingly
difficult to separate Pat Robertson
from the Freedom Council.
What is so entirely interesting
about Pat Robertson is that his
religion is the reason he will not
win. While I respect and support his
right to seek office and be politically
involved, it is hard to imagine that a
nation founded on a separation of
church and state, will be able to
accept a man who calls himself a
prophet: namely that he may well
incarnate the powers of the mirade
maker: • I can hear the Democratic
jokes; "Watch him close his eyes,
extend his hands heavenward and
suddenly the . Federal deficit
disappears and the Sandinistas are
thrown from power." Robertson
rebuked Hurricane Gloria; he
reported cures for cancer and bone
spurs, and he talks of Armageddon
soon. These are things that
mainstream America will find hard
to swallow.
Still, the religious element that will
hurt Robertson and the Republican
party (indirectly) the -most is his
belief that America is and should be
a Christian nation. "How nice it
would be," Robertson has said "if al
the editors of the major newspapers,
and superintendents of the major
school districts all had degrees from
CBN University." Well publicized!
statements such as this will not do
much in attracting young Jews,
Catholics, or blacks to the ranks of
his campaign or the Republican
Party . What scares me the most
about the Robertson campaign is thai
he could stop or slow down the
development of the Republican Party
into the Party of mainstream
America. During the past few years
many moderate and conservative
Democratic leaders (William Lucas
of Michiagan and Ed King of
Massachusetts) have joined the
Republican Party. Tlie New Right
and the Moral Majority have been
very va luable to th e Repu blican
Party. Now they want a place, on al
least more influence, at the top.
How the Republican leadership and
party react to this thrust for influence
could very well decide whether the
next president is a Republican or a

continued from page 2

Democrat. Ultimately, Pat
Robertson will bring some delegates
to the GOP convention.What will ht
do with them then? The same thing
all non-contenders do. He will sell
them to the highest bidder, and lo
and behold the face of the
Republican Party could change as
issues such as prayer in school,
abortion, and pornography are
suddenly raised a lot higher on the
agenda. Win or lose, visible
Robertson delegates at the 1988
conventionwill give Robertson a lot
of say over what the Republican
Party stands for or at least what it is
perceived to stand for. Doesn't this
scenario bring back memories of
how Jesse Jackson also played the
game? I am convinced that the
Robertson candidacy is only the
beginning of a long brewing
ideological conflict within the
Republican Party. I only hope that
the Democrats are their usually
politically-inept selves and miss this
opportunity to divide the
Republicans.

•

This You Gall Morning

them asked. "Much as we hate
government, we can't just let
cobwebs collect in all those huge
buildings, can we? We must join it it
order to destroy it " Also it seemed
a pity to let all those limousines go
to waste.

Others felt betrayed, especially
when people at the White House did
government things. Such things,
they complained, were done by
vipers at the Reagan bosom, finks
who were soft on government,
oppressorswho were preventing the
president from following his natural
inclination to abolish the
government.
"Let Reagan be Reagan! they
demanded, but the White House
people who were authorized to wake
the president when something
important happened refused to do so
for such a raucous message.

Result: By 1984, having been
government for four years, the
Reagan group could no longer run
against government as the enemy of
the people. Hoping to gloss over
their embarassment, they said it was
"morning in America."
The voters never bothered to ask,
"Which morning? Saturday or
Monday?" And no wonder. Their
alternative was Walter Mondale,
who had astounded all humanity by
running for taxes instead of against,
thereby offering the people a future
with 365 Monday mornings per
year.
Now it's election time again, and
something to run against is needed,
and .the papers report the candidates
are paying those fat TV fees for
commercialsdepicting themselves as
cheapskates. In short, they are
running against themselves. About
time, too.

blocks finally paid off, and they
were on their way to begin the final
game.
Nona brought two ice cream pies
onto the stage and John and Doug
had to search for a piece of wrapped
bubble gum, using only their
mouths and faces. Once they picked
up the gum in their mouths, they

were allowed to use their hands to
unwrap it and the personwho blew
the first bubble was the winner.
Before the final game began,
Doug raised his hand and asked the
M.C., "What would you do if I was
diabetic." There was a moment of
silence, shocking even the wizard,
but Doug quickly revealed that he
was only joking and the contest
began.
Whip cream covered their faces
and was in their hair, yet John and
Doug didn't care, for they had both
discovered the bubble gum and now
they were racing to blow the first
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Bob Macdonald is a senior
governmentmajor and an editor of
the Northeast Undergraduate
Review.
continued from page 11
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bubble. They were tied until the end
when John managed to make a
bubble, proudly displaying it to the
audience.
John, a pre-med senior at Cornell
University, who was visiting his
girlfriend at Colby, was the finalisl
to face the Blizzard of Bucks.
He was given a mailbag and placeinside the dome. Nona released 200
single dollar bills plus several bills
marked with colored dots, worth a
total of $500. The bell rang and
John had 35 seconds to frantically
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HAPPY 2OTH BIRTHDAY JESH!
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Jim Windhurst , Chris Pay and B.K.Thanks for your many moons!!
The Foss Film Series

L. Ginny
WhitneyDid we just start playing?
___

L.B.ano-

I miss our talks on the chairlifts .Jt
Sugarmuff.
Brilllo

Are you
responsible for this keg? Could you please
come down from that tree?
Babushka

SEE YOU AT THE HEAD OF THE
CHARLES OCT. 16
All College Pro Painters employees are
invited to join ns at our tailgate par ty at the
HOC Regatta. Well be on Memorial Drive
(North Side of the River) between the
Harvard Street Bridge and the finish line.
Food and drink are on us.
See you there! College Pro Painters (U.S.)

SKI A BIG MOUNTAIN
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NOTICE: Although Kathleen didn 't show
up this-weekend , her many boyfriends were
there and they apologize for the further
damage they may have done to the
frequently victimized men's bathroom. Oh,
yes, rumor has it that Kathleen will make s
guest appearance at the Head of The
Charles , so check all port -a-potties
carefully for
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SUgarlOaf/USa
Carrabassett Valley, Maine

George Padula

.

J- How 's your body feeling? Maybe if you
laid off the Absolut you'd be in better
shape! (Monday nite??)
Announcement from Dean Serjenian
There will be a meeting for those interest ed
in being Freshman Class Officers on |
Thursday, Oct. 23 at 7:00pm in L211.
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Ski A Big Mountain with your College Student Season Pass:
$199 wit h purchase before 9/30/86
$225 with purchase before 10/31/86
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Commons Cup Information

Schedule

R esults

TENNIS
1. MEN'S SINGLES - Division One: Rob Erdman (Chaplin)
October 25 Homecoming
Division Two: Bill Gerard (Mary Low)
Touch Football (M)
2.
WOMEN'S
SINGLES
- Kate Carswell (Mary Low)
Field Hockey (W)
3. MEN'S DOUBLES - Division One: Paul Davis-Greg Lundberg (Chaplin)
Soccer ( M, W, & CO-ED)
Division Two: Gerard - Sbneat Honey (Mary Low)
4.
WOMEN'S
DOUBLES
- Joy Pratt - Jane Nicol (Chaplin)
December 6 7
5. MIXED DOUBLES - Nicol - Erdman (Chaplin)
Volleyball (M, W, & CO-ED)
Racquetball (M, W)
GOLF
Basketball (M, W)
1. Charlie Riopel 40 (Lovejoy)
1 on 1 and Foul Shooting
January 18
3-MILE ROAD RACE
Weightli__ing (M, W)
1. MEN'S - Bill McCrillis 18:50 (Lovejoy)
Basketball (M. W)
2.
WOMEN'S-Melissa Trend 22:25 (Johnson)
Ski Races (M, W)
Skating Races (M, W)
CANOE RACES
Ice Hockey (M, W)
1. MEN' S SINGLES - Alex Pugh 2:41 (Lovejoy)
Shooting Contest
2. MIXED DOUBLES - Gretchen fisher & Nathan Clapp 3:01:24 (Mary Low)
3. WOMEN'S DOUBLES - Holly Pierce & Lydia Baldwin 2:32 (Chaplin)
February 14
4.
MEN'S DOUBLES - Hany Rider & Gary-Donaldson 2:32 (Mary Low)
Track & Field (M. W)
Ice Hockey (Team, M, W)
The . Intramural Program for
academic commitments due to the
Basketball (Team, M, W)
1986-87 , although somewhat
long seasons.
Squash (M, W)
different from that of prior years ,
Students are participating for their
looks to be very exciting. The
commons and are helping their
April 11
number of different individual and
commons try to win the monetary
Swimming
team sports offered has tripled but al
prizes that go to, 1) the commons
Archery
the same time, the length of the
with the most participation points
Badminton
season of each sport has been
and 2) the top three commons
trimmed down from two months to
scorin g wise. Because of the
May 9
anywhere from one weekend to two
importance of the intercommons
Softball (Team, M, W)
weeks. These changes have been
competition , all members (exuept for
Frisbee '
made in order to appeal to a wider - two) of any team involved in the
Home Run Derby (M, W)
variety of people especially those
competition must be from the same
3 - Mile Run
who may have had trouble meeting
commons. Any team not adhering tc
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Lea-

Going to the chapel and we 're gonna get
married- you just cant wear black to your
wedding , especially when you 're getting
hitched to a cradle robber.
Your loving roomie , M

There will be a meeting of all student s
interested in the JanPlan in Paris on

Thursd ay , October 23 at 6:30 pm in
Lovejoy 213. - Arthur Green span

To Kit and RrazerTh-tnlcsa lot for the great dinner sad slide
show. It was fun to reminisce!
Love , your Cork kids

D-£ ;
Let 's hope the weather condi tions stay good
all semester-and-uh-uip! You lose!

Alexia:

Eme-iaPlease report to the library at 7:30 am
Someday we travelle like ze gypsies but
tomorrow for filing practice-we 've had
. until then we jut drink ze Amaretto , eh?
some compl aints
How do those Sicilians smooch, anyway?
Ciao beHa.
Jo-JoKfesilla
Iguess

everyone knows abou t your att itude
problem now , huh?

Twenty candles on your cake, let me eat it
too! -Jeff

Anyone for a game of cheekage?

Is that one load in the basket Emily??

__

St acey,
How abou t another trip to Boston? I need
som e good laughs . Jus t dont sigh or 111 remember yoilr name when Tm drunk.
snap.
-Jeff

I
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this policy will forfeit In addition ,
because of the expense of new
events , increased need for referees
each team member must pay $1). If
this money has not been received by
the first game of the event, the
individual or team will not be
allowed to compete.
Standards after the first weekend
of events are listed below . In
and the extra cost of the monetary
and T-shirts awarded to winners ,
there will be a $1 participation fee
for all individuals (in team sports

additi on is a list of upcoming events,
if any person 'Would like individual
or team sign-up sheets or has any
gener al questions concerni ng
Intramurals , please call your event
coordinator
COMMONS CUP
COORDINATORS ;

EVENTS

CHAPLIN
Vincent Emay - 873-2569
Ernest Sander -X-3066

WINTER ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION
-

-
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This Week We Are Acceptin g Applications
For Both
An Overall Branch Coordinator
And
A Branch Coordinato r For:
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• Skating on Johnson Pond
• X-CounlrySkiing
. Sugar loaf Transportation
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For more in f orma t ion and applica t ions
contact the Student Activities Office , or
Nina Calhoun ,Supervisor Coordina t or ,
Piper 209, extension 3070.

Applications must be in by Tuesday October 28 at 5:00 PM
Interviews will be held the first week in November.
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Pippin Comes
One Acts a Triple Success
to Colby
by Laurie Kop f
Last weekend in Strider Theater
the Performing Arts Department
presented three well-receivedone-aci
plays, written by twentieth-century
women authors . These three
one-acts although all very different,
revolved around the same theme: the
plight individuals face when trying
to express their inner feelings to one
another.
"The Apple in the Eye," written by
Margaret Hollingsworth and directed
by Eric Binnie, was the first of the
three successes. The play consisted
of five characters; "Martin," played
by Franc-Eric Wieder, "Martin's
thinking voice," played by Bill
Castelli, "Gemma," played by Diane
Fusco, "Gemma's thinking voice,"
played by Grethchen Fall and
finally, the announcer, a speaking
role played by Bill Hamilton.
The play took place in Martin and
Gemma's bedroom. The couple
remained in their bed for the most
part of the play while their counter
parts moved throug hout the room.
While the actual husband and wife
continued with their normal Sunday
routine, (Martin entranced in Sunday
afternon football, and Gemma
unsuccessfully attempting to solve
the crossword in the Sunday paper,)
the two thinking voices expressed
the humdrum couple's inner
fantasies.

Both Martin and Gemma
fantasized that the other transformed
into a being who shares his/her same
feelings. In Martin's case, his
thinking voice expressed, as a
computer scientist should, the need
for a more rational relationship,
while Gemma's thinking voice
expressed quite the opposite. Her
voice credited the analogy of the
mind being split into two halves like
that of a cleanly-cut apple. One half
represented the irrational side of hei
mind, that side which aspired toware
a more spontaneous sexual
relationship with her husband.
Gemma's sole wish was for Martin
to consume this symbolic apple thus
in swallowing, digest her
knowledge and feelings. This
fantasy finally becomes real when
the couple's thinking voices join
them and Gemma feeds Martin this
symbolic apple.
The play was very well-received
by the audience. Gretchen Fall,
who played the inner voice of
Gemma should be praised for this
great reception. Although the other
players were also good, Gretchen
carried the show. The input she
brought to her character allowed the
audience to feel and see Gemma's
fantasies and make the play a
success.
The second one act, "The Rising
of the Moon," written by .Augusta
Gregory and directed by Richard
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Sewell, was equally successful.
This play consisted of only a four
man cast; "A policeman," played by
George Hull, "another policeman,"
played by Andrew Palmer, "the
sergeant," played by Chris Swaffar,
and "a ragged man," played by Johr
Bookis.
This play, set in Ireland, dealt with
the sergeant's inner struggle to
decide whether he should, as an
officer of the Irish police force,
arrest the ragged man or whether he
should ignore his responsibilities as
an officer and allow the man his
freedom. In the end his sense of
responsibility and obligation lost to
his hidden sense of adventure, and
he lets the ragged man go.
* In this play, although Chris
Swaffar and John Bookis have
bigger roles, all four of the cast
members were equally convincing
characters. They worked well
together and did an excellent job
with their Irish accents.
To save the best for last, the third
play , "Comings and Goings,"
written by Megan Teiry and directed
by CM. Wentzel, was the greatest
of the three. The six actors, Cori
Brackett, Mark Codson, Maura
Smith-Daigle, Scott Johnson, Edie
McGill, and Matthew Moran were
incredible. The play dealt with a
series of transformations of charactei
through which different social and
gender roles were explored, the
focus being on male-female
relationships. The actors changed
character faster than fingers could be
snapped, yet still the play flowed
smoothly from beginning to end ,
The actors further proved themselves
by performing different variations oi
the play on each of the three nights.
Each show the actors performed in a
different order as well as completing
different transformations. This one
act provided an exciting conclusion
to an excellent evening.
The weekend one acts could not
have gone better. Not only were all
three thoroughly enjoyed by the
audience, but they also left them
with a feeling of anticipation for the
ncxt Performing Arts presentation.
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by Sean . Collins
The week after mid-semester
break, Powder and Wig will put or
a theatrical treat After at least two
years of planning, the group has
decided to do the broadway musical
Pippin , directed by John Mauss.
The play is about Charlemane's
son and his search for the meaning
of life to consequentially give
meaning to his existence. Pippin is
loaded with dancing and singing,

contributing to the play's fantastical
quality. The stars of the musical are
Doug Chilson as narrator; Braad
Speilmah as Pippin; and John
Reynolds as Charlemane.The three
performances will be given on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights following mid-semester
break. The show will began at 8 pm
and a $3 admission fee will be
charged for Colby students, $4 for
general admission.
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Visiting Poet to
Read Tonight
foet tiregory urr, auuior or tour major collections or poetry, wm reac
from his work tonight, October 16th, at 8 pm in the Robinson Room of
the library. While still an undergraduate, Orr published his first poems ir
The Antioch Review and Transpacific, and was immediately hailed a
genius by such poets as Robert Bly and Donald Hall. Qrr 's early poems
are imagistic, elliptical, and full of wonder. They are intensely romantic
and compressed. One example, from his first collection, Burning the
Empty Nests, is representative:
LOVE POEM
A black biplane crashes through the window
of the luncheonette. The pilot climbs down,
removing his leather hood.
He hands me my grandmother's jade ring.
No, it is two robin's eggs and
a telephone number yours.
His more recent work both celebrates desire and the body and engages
more of the social and political world. His new collection of poems, jus
out from Wesleyan University Press, We Must Make a KingdomOf It, i.«
already impressing poets and reviewers alike. Gregory Orr teaches in the
graduate writing program at the University of Virginia, serves as poetry
editor of The Virginia Quarterly Review, and also teaches in the graduate
writing program at Warren Wilson College. He has been awarded
fellowships by the National Endowment for the Arts and the
Guggenheim Fellowship. Orr is the first poet to read in this year's Colby
Visiting Writers Series. The following Poem comes from Cur's latest
collection.
Solitary Confinement
--aynesville, Alabama: 1965
, Even as the last bars clang shut
and I start to rub the purple ache
clubs left on shoulders , ribs,
and shins, my mind is fashioning
an invisible ladder, its rungs
and lifts of escape.
They've taken the SNCC pamphlets
but let mc keep a book
of Keats - poems reminiscent
of my sad, adolescent affair
with the coffin-maker's daughter,
which taught mc many things,
including carpentry.
And when at dusk
the trusty held for car theft brings
my tray of grits and fatback, it .
won't matter so much that, groaning
and puking, I'll bo sick for hours.
Imagination is good wood; by midnight
I'll be high as that mockingbird
in the magnolia across the moonlit road
•Qngoty Otr

Portrait of a Landscapist
was not especially influenced by any
ones artist in Europe, though there is
definitely evidence of Cubism or
Expressionism in his work. At first,
he also felt close to Whistler's
work- a "softly evocative art" Soon,
however, Marin's art took on a
highly individualized style which
had few restrictions-boundaries and
the laws«of gravity were not at all
important to him and a rational

"Selections from the permanent
collection, featuring the works of
John Marin." We see this everyday
on the bottom of Moose Prints undei
"Exhibitions" and probably do not
think twice about it But who exactly
is John Marin and why does the
Colby Art Museum have one of the
largest and most significant
collections of his work in the
country?
Marin is considered one of the
United States' first and greatest
modem artists. Exhibitions of his
works were mounted in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and the
Museum of Modern Art during his
lifetime- a rare occurrence that
certainly proved his predominancein
the art world of his time. During the
1920's,'Marin was regarded as the
greatest watercolorist in the States,
and in 1948 was voted "America's
greatest artist by critics and
museum directors.
John Marin was born in
Rutherford, N.J.. Throughout his
childhood, he spent most of his free
time outdoors fishing, hunting, and
sketching until he developed a deep
communion with nature . This
proved to be his greatest art lesson
of" all. According to Marin, these
moments with nature were infinitely
more influential than his studies at
the Pennsylvanian Academy of the
FineArts or the Art Students League
in New York, both of which he was
a part , around the turn of the
century.
During the years 1905-1909,
Marin traveled in Europe, not
studying any particular style oi
method. Rather, he simply drifted ,
developing slowly on his own. He

¦

'

A picture is complete
when it is the completion of
your seeing.- John Marin
system of applying paint was not fell
to be necessary.
In 1909, Marin met the man who
changed the direction of his art
career, Alfred Stieglitz, owner of the
Photo-Session Gall.ry( or "291") in
New York. Stieglitz handled all of
Marin's financial matters and often
mounted his pieces.
Marin returned to the States, and ir
1912, did his most famous and
important works in New York. He
was overwhelmed by the city and
put this emotion into his paintings
with great intensity. He expressed
the basic structures of such
buildings as the Woolworth and
Municipal Buildings and, more
important, the forces pent up within
them. Unlike artists before him,
Marin did not distinguish the
physical form from the space it
occupied, a revolutionary concept.
With the same intensity that Marin
portrayed New York did he paint the
Maine landscape which he first saw
in 1914. The key to these paintings,

however, was the quality and
quantity of his brushstrokes- at once
explosive and slashing and then
rhytmic and lyrical. Marin believed
that the fewer the number of strokes
the better the work. Thoug h
somewhat abstract, everything in his
works is recognizable. He simply
used the real world, interpreted it,
and through it expressed his
feelings.
Oddly enough, though Marin
painted until his death in 1953, his
work after the 1920s is generally
overlooked in chronicles of modern
art. It was during this time that he
began painting with an Abstract
Expressionist or Surrealist style.
The paint itself was most important.
As he stated," I am representing
paint first of all, and not the motif
primarily." He did not like the labels
however and did not approve of
particular theories of painting. His
only criterium was that an artist must
look out first and into the mind
second.
In the 1970's, Marin's son decide that since Maine was such a special
place to Marin, a large representative
collection should be established in a

Maine Museum. Because Mann Jr.
had formed ties with Colby College
previously, he donated some of his
father's finest pieces to the museum
when it opened in 1973. The
collection includes 25 works that
over the period from 1883 to 1953

in all of the media he used: 15
watercolors, 4 oil paintings, 1
pastel, 2 etchings and three pencil
drawings. These particular pieces
were chosen to display the
development of Marvin 's
individualistic style throughout his
life.

Concert Report

Cumberland County Civic Center
The Monkees - postponed, new date TBA
_ md&
Bob Seger - cancelled
dG_P^ \
y&r
\
Harry Belafonte-Oct27
Billy Joel - cancelled
\
\
Chicago-October 29
Nl
\
,
David Lee Roth-November 2
mmSu (_M___v
^"Btr
R.E.M. - November 4
^mr
Triumph - November 7
The Pretenders - Nov. 17 (on sale Oct 18)
Call 775-3488 for ticket information
Porltand City Hall
George Winston - October 16
Marcel Marceau - March 3
Peking Acrobats - April 10
Wynton Marsalis - Nov. 7
Clancy Bros, with Robbie O'Connell and Northeast
Winds - Nov. 8
Gary Burton Quintet - Nov. 22
Call the Portland Concert Association at 772-8630 for ticket information
on Clancy Brothers, Gary Burton, Marcel Marceau and Peking
Acrobats.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathe d
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Peppe ttdine Univensity
School op La to

wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus
to speak with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education.
To arrange for an interview or to attend a group session, contact
the office listed below.

DATE:
Wednesday, October 29,1986
CONTACT: Career Planning & Placement Office
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